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Area of Activity assessed IGNITE Youth during the time of the COVID-19 pandemic.


Focusing on IGNITE Youth Group that will continue to take place on Friday evenings, 

meeting 5-5:45pm, for the reduced time of 45 minutes rather than the usual hour and a half.


Intend to relaunch on the 25th of September and have two groups that meet alternatively:

25th September - Group A

2nd October - Group B

9th October - Group A

16th October - Group B 
And so on.


IGNITE+ discipleship group that meets fortnightly on Tuesday’s at 5pm will continue meeting online due to the nature of the group 
involving food and sung worship.

Location of Activity assessed St Michael’s Church, Sheep Bridge Lane, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN11 0EZ. 

Name Hannah Robinson (Centenary Project Youth Worker)

Date Completed August 2020

Risk assessment completed based on Government guidance dated the 13th of August, the National Youth Agency (NYA) guidance date the 8th of August, the 
Church of England guidance dated the 14th of August and St Michael’s Church risk assessment dated the 1st of August. 

Hannah put together a video explaining what all of the restrictions would be on the 11th of August, each young person was asked to watch it then complete an 
online form to state whether they intend on returning to the group when it meets in church, or not yet. They were also asked to say they understand and agree to 
follow the restrictions that were explained.  

This COVID-19 specific risk assessment goes alongside the standard IGNITE Youth risk assessment and the St Michael’s Reopening for Public Worship risk 
assessment.



Area of Focus Additional Controls By Who By When Date 
Complete

Group Size
‘Individuals may gather indoors or outdoors, 
provided there are no more than 15 young people 
per group + leader/workers. Where possible, the 
groups should be smaller.’ - NYA

• Hannah has asked all young people to let her know whether they 
intend on coming back to IGNITE Youth Group, currently 16 have said 
yes, 1 has said no due to a family member being extremely vulnerable 
through ill health, 1 has shared their intention to leave IGNITE Youth  


• There will be a maximum of 12 young people and 3 adults per each 
group, though this is likely to be less given the number of young 
people who have said they are definitely coming back


• Young people will be asked to book on for their group each time, 
allowing the best possible use of space whilst social distancing such 
as siblings sitting next to each other 

Hannah

‘Organisers should divide young people into 
bubbles.’ - NYA

• The IGNITE team have decided to split the young people in to two 
groups which then meet alternatively, the IGNITE team feels this is a 
good option to begin with and less of a commitment (timing, cleaning, 
physical capabilities) than doing the two groups on the same evening 


• The groups will be split by the IGNITE team, in an appropriate way 
whilst knowing their friendship groups 


• Young people will remain in the same group, if they are in Group A to 
begin with they will stay in Group A, they will not be allowed to swap 
groups


• If they cannot come one week (Group A) then they will not be able to 
come to the following week (Group B), they will come the next time it 
is their week

Hannah & the 
IGNITE Team

25/09/20

Vulnerable Individuals
'Organisers should be aware of attendees who 
are clinically vulnerable or clinically extremely 
vulnerable and should prepare their risk 
assessment accordingly.’ - NYA

• All volunteers were consulted on plans to resume IGNITE Youth and 
all were in favour of doing so, each volunteer feels comfortable with 
the arrangements


• However, if at anytime a volunteer feels uncomfortable or they have a 
change in circumstances they will of course have regular opportunity 
to inform Hannah and be free to step back from face to face IGNITE 
Youth


• Currently 1 young person has informed Hannah that she will not be 
coming due to her father being of ill health, regular contact will be 
kept with the young person and when they feel they are able to come 
back any necessary additional controls will be put in place

Hannah

Area of Focus
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Social Distancing
The Church of England guidance states that 
social distancing of 2m should kept, this will be 
adhered to rather than the governments 1m+. 


‘Members of each bubble should adhere to the 
current social distancing requirements.’ - NYA


• Young people and the IGNITE team all know that 2m social distancing 
must be kept, young people have agreed to this when they stated 
whether they would be coming 


• At each session the young people will have a place reserved and 
clearly marked for them which has been measured as 2m away from 
any other individual not in their household


• The group will meet in the main body of church where there is more 
space available, upstairs will not be used


• Posters reminding individuals of the needs to social distance will be 
displayed throughout church

Hannah to 
speak to Stuart 

Foweather 
(Churchwarden) 
to ensure social 

distancing 
posters are 
displayed

25/09/20 04/09/20

Track and Trace
‘The NHS has established a new Test and Trace 
Service.  The government is asking cafes, 
restaurants, social venues and places of worship 
where individuals are onsite (inside or out) for 
more than fifteen minutes to record attendance 
information for the purposes of contacting 
individuals who may have been exposed to 
COVID-19.’ - Church of England

• New consent forms will be completed by parents/carers online, this 
will include giving their consent for details to be passed on to track 
and trace if requested


• All data will be collected and kept as required by GDPR 

• The specific data will be collected for track and trace purposes: 

1. Name 
2. Phone number of next of kin, or the individual if over 16                                                            
3. Email address for next of kin, or the individual if over 16                                                            
4. Date and time of entrance and exit 

Hannah 25/09/20

Face Coverings
‘The law now requires all those over 11yrs to wear 
a face covering unless with good reason when 
attending youth sector activities.’ - NYA

• The IGNITE team will be wearing face coverings for the whole 
duration, including set up, tidying and cleaning afterwards


• All young people will be asked to wear them unless they are exempt 
for medical reasons (2 of them are) and they know this from the video 
explaining restrictions


• We will have spare disposable face coverings should any young 
people forget them 

Hannah to 
source spare 

face coverings

25/09/20 11/08/20

Hand Washing

Additional Controls By Who By When Date 
Complete
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‘Upon arrival/departure, participants should wash 
their hands or use hand sanitiser.’ - NYA

• We will ensure there is hand sanitiser available as the young people 
come arrive in to church and depart church, they will be reminded to 
use this by the adult supervising entry in to church


• There are posters displaying the correct hand washing technique on 
display in the toilet

Hannah to 
speak to Stuart 

Foweather 
(Churchwarden) 
to ensure hand 
sanitiser will be 
available and 

signs are 
displayed

25/09/20 04/09/20

Refreshments
‘The Church of England guidance suggests where 
food or drink (‘consumables’) are essential to the 
act of worship, they can be used, however the 
sharing of food should be avoided, as should the 
use of communal vessels. However, you can 
encourage children and young people to bring 
their own snack and water bottle to your activity 
group, although sharing is not allowed.’ - Church 
of England Children and Youth Work Guidance

• No refreshments will be served

• Young people have been advised to bring their own drink and snacks 

and told in the restrictions video not to share these with anyone 
outside their household, they will be reminded of this at the start of 
the session

Toilets
Ensure that toilets are kept clean and social 
distancing is adhered to

• Young people have been advised that the toilet will not be in use 
during the session, other than for emergency use


• If the toilet is needed it will be thoroughly cleaned down 

• If more than one individual require the toilet at the same time they will 

be asked to remain in their pew until it is free, they will not be able to 
wait in the vestry area

Arriving and Departing
Young people gathering outside church prior to 
the session starting and not maintaining social 
distancing 

• Young people have been asked not to arrive early to limit additional 
time together 


• An adult will be outside church to ensure social distancing is kept to 
whilst they are waiting for the group to begin

Ventilation

Additional Controls By Who By When Date 
Complete
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‘Consider additional mitigations such as: avoiding 
face to face seating, reducing the number of 
people in any one area, improving ventilation.’ - 
Church of England Conduct of Public Worship 
Guidance

• The main door at the rear of church will be kept open throughout the 
session, the doors through to the vestry will also be propped open 
and the other two external doors will reopen 


This will be reviewed as we go in to colder months

Cleaning
‘Enhanced regular cleaning of commonly used 
surfaces, such as equipment and door handles, 
should be ensured.’ - Church of England Children 
and Youth Work Guidance

• IGNITE Youth will take place at least 72 hours after any pre planned 
service or event, Hannah will check with the Churchwarden to ensure 
no additional activity has taken place to ensure that cleaning is not 
required prior


• IGNITE Youth will take place less than 72 hours prior to the Sunday 
morning service therefore after each session Hannah will clean church 
thoroughly after use including pews, all doors and door handles, 
toilets


• Ensure that there are suitable cleaning materials and disposable 
gloves available


• There will be a bin near the main door where they will depart for any 
single use resources, waste or to dispose of single use face masks

Hannah to 
speak to Stuart 

Foweather 
(Churchwarden) 

to ensure 
cleaning 

materials and 
disposable 

gloves will be 
available.

25/09/20 04/09/20

Resources & Activities

Additional Controls By Who By When Date 
Complete
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‘Sharing of equipment is not advised.’ Church of 
England Children and Youth Work Guidance


‘Singing and music is only permitted for small 
groups of professional and non-professional 
performers in a physically distanced and safe 
way. Congregations are not permitted to sing.’ 
Church of England Conduct of Public Worship 
Guidance 

‘Avoid loud talking, shouting or singing.’ - NYA

• Hannah will ensure there is a box without a lid placed near to the door 
where young people will arrive for any donations to be dropped in, 
this will then be untouched for a period of 72 hours


• There will not be any shared resources, all activities will use single use 
resources or pre made packs for each individual which include 
everything required


• Any resources needed throughout the session will be placed on the 
labelled seats, the young people will then drop all resources in to a 
box without a lid placed near to the door where they will depart, all 
resources will then remain untouched for a period of 72 hours.


• Any resources or belongings left behind will be disposed of or stored 
for 72 hours


• There will be no singing at IGNITE Youth and to reduce the temptation 
there not be any music playing


• There will be no activities that require shouting or raised voices

Additional Controls By Who By When Date 
Complete
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